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MIMOS’ affordable portable computer, the iDOLA, became
one of the attractions at the Digital Pekan 1Malaysia exhibition
on January 30.

> Story on page 2

iDOLA
makes appearance at
Digital Pekan

MIMOS has come up with Version 2 of its portable PC, the
iDOLA, which brings information from the Internet directly to
the user with just a single click.

> Story on page 10

Malaysia
computer



iDOLA
makes appearance at
Digital Pekan

STRATEGIC COLLABORATION... From left: MIMOS Chairman Dato’
Suriah Abdul Rahman, Deputy Minister of Science, Technology and
Innovation Tuan Hj Fadillah Yusof , MIMOS CEO Dato’Abd Wahab

Abdullah and UTM Vice-Chancellor Prof Dato' Ir. Dr. Zaini Ujang at the
MIMOS-UTM CoE launching ceremony.

INTERNET FOR ALL... Najib listening to Abd Wahab’s brief on the
iDOLA while Rais looks on.



Lively, across-the-board communication
at MIMOS Townhall

AIMING HIGH... Abd Wahab heating up the Townhall with his exuberant
speech and infectious determination.

HIGH ACHIEVERS... Abd Wahab presenting the Six Sigma Green Belt
Certification to Mohamed Rawidean Mohd Kassim and acknowledgement
for Intellectual Property to Choong Soo Li respectively.

INTERFACE... The Townhall provides
MIMOSians with an open communication
channel to raise concerns that may affect

their daily work.



SIRIM set to widen
services with

WiMAX lab @
MIMOS

WELL CONNECTED CITY... Rais given a
brief on the WiWi Customer Premise

Equipment by Pernec Managing Director, Abd
Karim Abd Sallam at the Amax City launch
ceremony. Also present, MIMOS CEO Dato'
Abd Wahab Abdullah. Pernec is MIMOS’

Technology Recipient that will provide WiWi
Access Point for the virtual city.



ITEX is the region’s leading event that showcases
technological and product innovations targeted at

securing investment, manufacturing and
commercialisation prospects and partners.

MIMOS bags
two golds

and three silvers
at ITEX 2010 OUTSTANDING... ASM Mukhter-uz-Zaman (second from left) and Dr.

Daniel Bien Chia Sheng (second from right) with their gold medals.

Minister among stakeholders briefed
at RMTR series

INNOVATION STRATEGY... Maximus making a
remark while being taken on a tour at MIMOS
K-World during the Roadmap Technology Review.
With him is MIMOS CEO Dato’Abd Wahab
Abdullah



MIMOS
BLOOD
DONATION 93 caring MIMOSians

give blood

MIMOS little sports
perk up the day

GIFT OF LIFE... Life at MIMOS is not only about research labs and high
technology. In a show of true compassion and altruism, 93 MIMOSians

donate their blood to the National Heart Centre.

YOUNG LEADERS... Cheers, laughter, and cute display of sporting spirit
rule the day as children with colourful pom-poms and adorable antics lead

the merry making at Tadika MIMOS’Annual Telematch.



Tambunan’s St Martin
first to receive
K-School Project

Community projects delivered as
MOSTI taps into agencies’ strengths

Apart from the more popular K-Wheels, two more projects
spearheaded by MIMOS under MOSTI’s Technology
Applications Programme (TAPMOSTI@Community) are K-
Masjid and K-School. For both projects, MIMOS plays the
role of technology and expertise provider as well as project
manager, including assisting in fund application and budget
coordination.

K Masjid – more than installing computers
at the mosque

The project is aimed at building the capacity of the Muslim
communities, especially those in the rural areas, by equipping
targeted mosques with ICT facilities. Through this project,
information and knowledge including Friday sermons and
daily lectures from the mosque can reach every home in the
community using custom-designed software and other web
communications tools. One project has been implemented in
Sarawak while another 28 projects throughout the country are
following suit. The programme comprises three components;
namely a K-Masjid Portal, a K-Centre and an e-Khutbah
(sermon). It is envisioned, in the long term, that the K-Masjid
project will be the platform to link up all the mosques in the
country, creating a virtual network of mosques that will not
only be reinforced spiritually but also empowered to upgrade
their socio-economic level.

K-School – towards more effective teaching
and learning

Monitoring student’s performance will no longer be a difficult
task for parents with the K-School project. The project
provides parents with real-time access to their children’s
academic performance indicators such as exam results and
other records such as attendance. This project seeks to
improve education delivery and school administration through
ICT-based systems and tools, enabling the teachers to focus
more on their role as educators. Ultimately this project aims
to ensure Malaysia’s long-term competitiveness in the K-
economy. K-School project has been implemented at SM St
Martin, Tambunan in Sabah, on 27 June with 12 more in the
pipeline to be implemented throughout Malaysia.

ENHANCED LEARNING... Pairin (second from left) taking a look at some
of the ICT facilities available after launching the K-School programme at

SM St Martin, Tambunan.

WAY TO GO...Students of SM St Martin, Tambunan, showing that they are
pleased with their brand new ICT facilities.
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Values run high at
SATRIA1
Convention

Maximus urged the audience to value values
“that makes our technical skills and intellectual
prowess so much more elevated and so much

more highly esteemed”.

INNOVATION LEADERSHIP... “What is the relationship between MIMOS,
championing microelectronics for our nation and ethics, transparency,
integrity and ultimately values?” Maximus asks, among other questions,
early in his speech. At the end of the SATRIA1 Convention, all answers to
the questions were revealed, and MIMOSians went home with refreshed
spirits and vivid clarity of their shared set of values.
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ENERGETIC... The audience were
entertained by a lively performance by
MIMOSians, symbolising the shared values
and their application in the daily behaviour
at work.

OUTSTANDING... Maximus presenting the award
to SDCE’s Mohamed Redzuan Abdullah. Also
present on stage, MIMOS Chairman Dato’ Suriah
Abdul Rahman.

VIP TABLE... Suriah, Maximus and Mohd Sidek having a
pre-dinner conversation before the launch of the
Convention. Their presence represent a high recognition
of MIMOS SATRIA1 programme.

HERE’S TO A GREAT CONVENTION... MIMOS
Chairman Dato’ Suriah Abdul Rahman sharing her
thoughts at the start of the Convention.

EXEMPLARY... The winning teams: SDCE’s Satria Knights, Advanced Informatics and
Technology Portfolio Management. Their cheerful faces reflect the achievements in
translating the SATRIA1 values into their everyday behaviour.

SATRIA1:Moving Forward



INCREASING BROADBAND ADOPTION...Rais and Maximus displaying
the different versions of the iDOLA to the press. Also present MOSTI

Deputy Secretary General (Science) Datin Paduka Prof. Dr. Khatijah Mohd
Yusoff and MIMOS CEO Dato’Abd Wahab Abdullah.

Malaysia
computer

NEW MALAYSIAN
IDOL... Maximus and
Rais fielding questions
from the press, who

were anxious to know
more about the iDOLA.



Rural schools receive iDOLA with iSDP

JOINING THE ICT EVOLUTION...
Internet connection on user-friendly
computers running on solar power is
what the rural schools need in this age
of ICT. MIMOS is committed in
bringing the benefits of ICT to
everyone, wherever they may be.

NEW LEARNING EXPERIENCE... Visits and handing over of computers installed with easy-to-use software to children in rural areas are only part of
MOSTI’s commitment in bridging the digital divide. It is easy to see the happiness on the faces of the pupils and teachers at SK Tun Abdul Razak in Kuala
Kubu Baharu as Maximus and his officials handed over the computers and talked to them about the importance of ICT. MIMOS plays its part by providing
the technology.



Technology recipients attract foreign visitors atWIEF2010

MALAYSIA’S OWN…
MIMOS Marketing
Communications
Senior Manager
Azmi Yaakop
explaining the
features of the
iDOLA to a visitor.

REACHING OUT...
Partcipation in events such as
School ICT Day held in small

towns like Sungkai allow
MIMOS to assist MOSTI in
reaching out to rural folk,

raising their awareness on ICT
and ultimately bringing the

benefits of ICT to their
community.

EFFECTIVE TOOL...
Wherever the K-Wheels

go, it attracts the
attention of members of
the public who may be

curious about ICT or the
Internet.

MIMOS goes toFelda



MORE EVENTS & HAPPENINGS Jan-June 2010



AGRI-VOLUTION... Najib being briefed by Abd Aziz on the
PA technology platform.

PA solution gets
enthusiastic response

in Sarawak

MIMOS shares knowledge
at IP Monetisation
Conference

MIMOS opens testing
workshop at ITSIM
2010



Visits @MIMOS

29Jan, EXCHANGING INSIGHTS...

22 Feb, FOOD PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY..

18 March, ACADEMIC VIEWS...
15 April, PROGRESSIVE

STATE...

29 June WEST ASIAN

CONNECTION...

20May , HIGHEROUTLOOK...
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